Talent Acquisition Process Map
Job Requirement
Understand why this role is required for
the team and continued organization
success.

Create Job Description
Write job description based
on organization/team need
for present and future growth

Sourcing & Posting
Start sourcing talent from areas where
talent excels. Industry’s best
competition and make direct contact.
Also post to job boards where talent is
looking for top cutting edge companies
where they can grow.

Screening & Interviewing
Choose best candidates through prescreens, technical & behavior
interviewing (hard skill/short skill) and
meet top (3) face to face for shortlisting for panel interviews.

Why do you require this role?
Job Requirement
This is an important question not only in
identifying the gap in your business success
when you bring on this person, but also synergy
and growth for this individual and the team to
promote overall organizational success.
Understanding the goal you want to reach for
this role answers the question to your “present”
and ”future” need.

Writing the Job Description?

Create Job Description
When writing a job description you should have
the immediate role’s contribution in mind and
how you would like for that role to scale in
growth for both the individual and team. What
will the candidate’s contributions be daily?
(100%). Begin to conceptualize that need
accordingly. Ensure market salary survey and
OFFCP compliance aligns with the salary/title of
the role.

Where is the talent you seek?
Sourcing and Posting
This answers the industry standard, or your
preference of how competitive you want your
company to be, and where would you like the
thriving talent to come from. What are your
top 3 competitors? What companies’ talent
have you seen or have strong indicators of
having the best performance? Best training
in your area derive from?

Why screen hard and soft skills?

Screening & Interviewing
Some great candidates meet the job
requirement, but now it’s time to find the
ideal fit for your team. Candidates must
meet both soft skills (behavior) and hard
skills (technical) to be able to work with
effectively and efficiently with your team.
Questions and assessments with existing
team member help to identify candidates
that will work and relate well to your
team’s culture.

